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P.Eng. – What Does it Mean?
by Scott Borstad, P.Eng., Scott Wilson, P.Eng., Toshio Ouchi, P.Eng., and Jim Hyslop

A professional engineer is someone 
who has been issued a license to practice 
engineering after they have demonstrated 
the requisite education, skills, know-
ledge and experience. Good character is 
also a requirement for licensure as an 
engineer, an ethics exam must be passed, 
and engineers are required to maintain 
competence, strive to advance the body of 
knowledge within which they practice and 
provide opportunities for the professional 
development of their subordinates.

At Robert Allan Ltd. the design of many 
aspects of a vessel - particularly ones that 
are safety-critical - are formally defined 
within our Quality Management System 
as ‘Professional Engineer supervised 
Tasks’ (PETs). These tasks, which can 
include everything from stability books to 
structural arrangements and electrical 
system diagrams, are always undertaken 
under the supervision of a Professional 

Engineer. This helps ensure that a high 
standard of quality is met, even in situa-
tions where design activities fall outside 
the purview of classification society rules 
or other existing regulations. Whether 
the Engineer completes the task person-
ally or supervises other designers who 
are sometimes engineers in training 
themselves, the final design document - 
typically a drawing - will be sealed with a 
P.Eng. stamp as a matter of course. With 
35 licenced P.Eng. designees on our team, 
this is a very straightforward and effective 
process which also provides excellent 
mentoring opportunities for junior staff.

Integrity. Integrity is the fundamental 
aspect of being a Professional Engineer. 
In our home province of British Columbia, 
the Engineers & Geoscientists of BC is 
the professional organization that grants 
‘P.Eng.’ designation to individuals with 
the requisite experience and academic 

credentials. No matter what technical 
areas Engineers are concerned with, 
their conduct must be consistent with 
the Engineers & Geoscientists of BC 
Code of Ethics, a core tenet of which is to 
“hold paramount the safety, health and 
welfare of the public, the protection of 
the environment and promote health and 
safety within the workplace”. No small 
task or menial responsibility.

As Naval Architects and Marine Engin-
eers, upholding the Code of Ethics comes 
into play in everything from maintaining 
crew safety during escort operations to 
meeting exhaust emissions requirements. 
In addition, the Code of Ethics embodies 
the principle of always acting in good faith 
towards clients, particularly in presenting 
potential consequences of design deci-
sions. Under the Code, Engineers are also 
expected to maintain or ideally improve 
their level of competence and strive to 

advance knowledge within their practice. 
At Robert Allan Ltd. this is achieved 
through employee training, involvement 
with various local and international 
technical societies such as SNAME and 
contributing to industry conferences. 
Moreover, the research & development 
to improve our designs or develop new 
ones contributes to expanding the body of 
knowledge in our field.

An engineer must have the integrity 
to always work within the limits of their 
qualifications & experience. It also takes 
judgment based on experience to under-
stand that while not all design solutions 
can be perfect, many are perfectly accept-
able. Often, there is no black and white, 
right or wrong solution to a technical 
challenge, but making sound decisions 
consistent with the Code of Ethics is a 
core responsibility that comes with being 
a Professional Engineer. 



Diversity – One of Our Strengths
by Grant Brandlmayr and Paarull Bakshi

There is a lot of diversity within Robert 
Allan Ltd. and that can be seen with 
the depth of knowledge and cultural 
backgrounds that Robert Allan Ltd. 
employees have. This in turn can be seen 
in the diversity of designs produced by 
the company. With over 80 staff, Robert 
Allan Ltd. has a total of 35 who hold their 
P. Eng. Designation, 13 are Engineers 
in Training (EIT), approximately 12 hold 
various technical diplomas with regards to 
design and drafting, etc., with another 10 
in administration. With over 21 languages 
spoken at Robert Allan Ltd., we are proud 
to say that we are able to serve a diverse 
amount of international clientele. We have 
worked with approximately 25 countries 
in various types of tug design work as 
well as designs for other specialized 
vessels. Some of the languages spoken by 
staff here are Croatian, Arabic, Bengali, 
Bulgarian, Cantonese Chinese, Mandarin 
Chinese, Filipino, Finnish, French, 
German, Hindi, Latvian, Mandarin, Portu-
guese, Romanian, Russian, Scandinavian, 
Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.

Technical staff including Naval Archi-
tects, Marine Engineers, and an assort-
ment of technical professionals have an 
average of 4 or more years of experience 
working at or with various shipyards 
around the world. Some countries they 
have worked in are Ukraine, Argen-
tina, Australia, Brazil, China, Croatia, 
Denmark, Egypt, Germany, Japan, Latvia, 
Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Romania, 
Russia, Singapore, Soviet Union, Turkey, 
UAE, and Uruguay to name a few.

Other experiences such as specific 
production design experience is essential 
in supporting various clients and is neces-
sary to meet production requirements for 
construction completion, on average the 
technical staff has approximately 3 years 
or more of such experience. Classifica-
tion societies are important and having 

experience and or know-
ledge of what is required is 
also imperative, 10% of our 
technical staff has previous 
Classification society 
surveying experience, this 
also includes specific time 
in plan approval and or 
on-site ship inspection.

We also have 46 Naval 
Architectural and 26 
Marine Engineering staff 
and they have more than 
10 years of Naval Architec-
ture and more than 6 years 
of Marine Engineering 
experience. Also, direct 
Shipboard experience 
can be found at Robert 
Allan Ltd. where the staff 
has had the opportunity 
to work and live onboard 
vessels around the world, 
we have approximately 12 
staff who have done so. 
This a is a key element 
in understanding and 
communicating with 
clients on having direct 
onboard experience.

With such a diverse and 
experience rich environ-
ment, we at Robert Allan 
Ltd., feel that we are 
able to not only produce 
great designs but are 
also adding to the depth 
of diversity this industry 
needs in order to flourish 
in the years to come. 



A Culture of Mentorship
by Lawren Best, EIT

Since I started fresh out of univer-
sity 11 years ago at Robert Allan Ltd. 
colleagues have always taken the time 
to not just provide direction, but more 
importantly provide an explanation as 
to WHY. This crucial background infor-
mation from a mentor provides context 
and better informs us, as designers, to 
ensure this information drives continual 
improvement and limits repeated errors. 
Each of these conversations, be it based 
around something as simple as a drawing 
mark-up, provide the opportunity to not 
only improve the quality of the designs, 
but also foster the development of our 
next generation of employees. An equally 
important part of this strong mentoring 
relationship is an openness to hear new 
ideas that challenge conventional thinking 
or past practices, which allow us to incor-
porate new ideas into our designs and 
stay at the leading edge.

My technical understanding is inspired 
by the mentors I have here at Robert 
Allan Ltd. As I have transitioned from 
the design portion of the company to a 
project development role this technical 
understanding is now combined with 
marine market knowledge and commer-
cial understanding on which a new set 

of mentors are providing guidance. As 
I now respond to client’s enquiries for 
new designs or consulting services and 
supervise the development of some of our 
standard designs this is informed by many 
people here that have taken and continue 
to take the extra effort to discuss WHY. 

As my generation of colleagues starts 
to take an expanded leadership role within 
the company, we have a responsibility 
to replicate the teaching efforts of our 
mentors. They have set an incredibly high 
standard, but one I am confident we will 
maintain. The culture at Robert Allan 
Ltd. is one of respect, trust and genuine 
interest in one another and our ideas. 
This culture holds us to high standards 
and inspires us to mentor one another. 
New team members are welcomed into 
the fold and guided through the process, 
always being welcomed to ask WHY and 
share their thoughts. Given only a desk or 
two away sits a wealth of experiences and 
knowledge not just in engineering design, 
but gained from time at sea, working in 
shipyards or for classifications societies 
we are well positioned to provide excel-
lent mentors to the next generation of 
designers. 



Three Robert Allans and a Century 
of Ship Design in Vancouver
by Robert G. Allan, P.Eng.

Part 1: Robert Allan

In 1919 my grandfather, (Figure 1) a 
degreed naval architect with about 12 
years of solid ship-building experience 
behind him, emigrated from Scotland to 
Canada to work as Chief Draughtsman 
(and later as Chief Superintendent) at 
Wallace Shipyard in North Vancouver. A 
century later the company which bears 
his name continues the important work of 
excellence in ship design for a world-wide 
client base. The growth and widespread 
acceptance we enjoy today would not have 

been possible without the solid foundation 
built on his reputation for honest, solid 
technical work which he created through 
a lifetime of dedication to his craft.

In my “sort-of” retirement I am 
trying hard to document as accurately 
as possible the design work which was 
done in the early years of this company’s 
history. This first of three articles will 
touch on the highlights of my grand-
father’s work, from 1929 to about 1950, at 
which time my father, the late Robert F. 
Allan was beginning to make his presence 
felt in the firm. I owe a huge thank you 
to our Senior VP and maritime historian 
Rollie Webb for his extensive background 

research into the archives and shipping 
records which have given me the spring-
board from which to create this formal 
company record.

Records indicate that my grandfather 
left Wallace’s in 1927 and for about 
2 years worked in partnership with a 
George Stackhouse, operating as “Allan 
& Stackhouse”. Several drawings of that 
era still exist with that identifier. Family 
lore was always that he went solo in 1930 
but the records of local shipping magazine 

Harbour & Shipping indicate that in fact 
he may have done so in 1929. In the 
depths of the great depression work was 
scant, but the public records indicate it 
was not all doom and gloom in the local 
marine industry with several private 
yachts and numerous government patrol 
vessels being built. There was enough for 
Robert Allan to eke out a living and grow 
his reputation for well-performing vessels 
of many types.

The first job for which we still have a 
drawing record was a comfortable 44’ 
coastal cruiser Jeaneva M. (Figure 2) built 
for Mr. Philip White in 1929. Only one job 
was recorded prior to that. In 1930-1932 a 

Figure 1: Robert Allan B.Sc. Naval Architect

Figure 2: General Arrangement for Philip White yacht



Figure 3: William’s head Quarantine Launch Salucan V Figure 4: Hyak (photo courtesy James Crookall)

Figure 5: 105 ft Motor Yacht Fifer



series of patrol launches for the Minister 
of Fisheries, Provincial Game Board, and 
the Provincial Police department were 
built to his beautifully developed designs. 
This series culminated in the elegant 62’ 
Salucan V, a “quarantine service launch” 
built for the Public Health Department 
(Figure 3).

Built in 1934, the Meander was a major 
commission and that lovely historic vessel 
still graces the Vancouver waterfront.

The mid ‘30’s saw the first examples 
of tugs and towboats from a Robert Allan 
drawing board, with the Weaver Lake 
(1934), Green Light (1936) and Hyak (1937) 
(Figure 4) built at various Coal Harbour 
shipyards.

The flagship of my grandfather’s work 
was always the elegant motor yacht Fifer 
(Figure 5) built in 1939 for Captain Wm. 
Crawford. The owner never got to realize 
his ambition for world cruising this fine 
little ship as the vessel was seized by the 

war department and pressed into coastal 
patrol service for the duration of the war. 
Crawford did not outlive the war years.

In the early ‘40’s there was a flurry 
of building of fishing boats for the local 
industry. These and a number of notable 
local ferries became the mainstay of the 
Robert Allan practise, which operated out 
of a series of home offices from about 
1934 until 1944 when he settled in his 
ultimate home at 2026 West 63rd Ave in 
Vancouver, the basement of which housed 
the business until, with a staff of about 
8, it burst at the seams into a true office 
in 1963. He effectively retired in 1945 but 
continued to “tinker” in the home drawing 
office for another decade, and often 
entertained the few draftsmen working 
there with his many stories. He died in 
1968 after a long and very productive life. 
Stay tuned for part 2 in the next edition of 
RAindrops! 

Figure 5: 105 ft Motor Yacht Fifer

Magazine 
Date

Year 
Built Vessel name Reg. 

No. Owner Description Builder

1931 Dec Michael J. Taylor 155259 Taylor Shipping Co. Seiner (or Cruiser?) Vancouver Shipyards

1931 Mar P.G.D. #1 Provincial Game Wardens Patrol Vessel W. Menchions

1931 Jun Egret Plume 2 156917 Minister of Fisheries Fishery Patrol Launch Walkem’s Shipyard

1931 Jun Black Raven 2 156912 Minister of Fisheries Fishery Patrol Launch Walkem’s Shipyard

1931 Jun Onerka 2 156916 Minister of Fisheries Fishery Patrol Launch Walkem’s Shipyard

1931 Jun Merry Sea 2 156914 Minister of Fisheries Fishery Patrol Launch Walkem’s Shipyard

1931 Jun P.G.D. #2 157217 B.C. Game Board Patrol Launch W. Menchions

1931 Jun P.M.L # 10   157108 Provincial Police Service Patrol Launch W. Menchions

1931 Aug Atrevida 153216 Higgs-Gabriola Ferry Ltd Passenger / Car Ferry J. Stokkeland

1931 Dec 1932 Salucan V 157111 Public Health Dept. Quarantine Service Launch Walkem’s Shipyard

1934 Jan 1934 Meander 158313 George Kidd Yacht W. Menchions

1934 May 1934 Weaver Lake 158311 Mission Towing Co. Ltd S/D Tug A.C. Benson

1936 Mar 1935 Green Light 158594 Western Towing Ltd Tug

1937 Hyak 170434 Coastal Towing Co. Tug A.C. Benson

1937 Dec RCAF  M 172 170764 Dept. of National Defence Sea Plane tender Boeing Aircraft Ltd

1939 Dec 1939 Fifer 171815 Capt. Wm. Crawford Ocean-going Yacht Burrard Drydock

1941 Dec 1941 North Vancouver 
Ferry #5 173733 City of North Vancouver Auto / Pax Ferry West Coast salvage

1941 Mar Yorkhome 172312 Roy Hyndman Cruiser Vancouver Shipyards

1941 Mar Surf Point 172322 Canadian Fishing Co Scout Boat A.C. Benson

1941 Mar Cliff Point 172323 Canadian Fishing Co Scout Boat A.C. Benson

1941 Mar Pacific Queen 172349 Empire Fishing Co. Seiner Boeing Aircraft Ltd

1942 Jun
Arctic Queen 173913

Nootka Packing Co.
Seiner Pacific Shipyards

1943 Mar Friendly Cove Boat Co.

1943 Mar Cape Mark 174106 Canadian Fishing Co Seiner Star Shipyards

1944 Mar East Isle B.C. Packers Seiner Star Shipyards

1944 Mar Pacific Sunset 174096 Empire Fishing Co. Seiner Mackenzie Barge..

1944 Mar West Commander Nelson Bros. Fisheries Seiner Star Shipyards

1944 Mar
1943 Tatchu 174110

B.C. Packers
Seiner W.R. Menchions & Co.

1944 Joe Gregory & Nick Bordivich

1944 tbd M.E. Andrews Seiner / Workboat

1944 Sep 1944 Pacific Belle 175142 Nelson Bros. Fisheries Seiner Nelson Bros. Fisheries Ltd. 
(Shipyard Division)

1945 Mar Reubina 175696 J. Dorman / John Ferry Seiner Sterling Shipyards

1945 Apr Scott Hill 175717 Peter Anderson Seiner Nelson Bros. Shipyard

1945 Mar
Brooks Bay # 2 175705

R.K Fishing & Packing Ltd
Seiner

J. Stokkeland

1946 Mar Brooks Bay Packing Co. Nootka Bamfield Co. Ltd

1945 May Taplow 175720 Erik L. Cassman Tuna-Halibut Sterling Shipyards

1945 July 1945 Pacific Sunrise 176224 Brooks Bay Packing Co. Seiner A.C. Benson Shipyard Ltd.

1946 Mar Chummie V 175690 Burrard Drydock Shipyard tender Burrard Drydock

1946 Mar 1944 Pender Isle 175687 B.C. Packers Seiner Star Shipyards

1946 Apr 1945 Sandy Jane 177764 Yellowknife Transportation Co. S/D Towboat Yarrows Ltd

1947 H.O. #10 178227 Home Oil Distribution Co. Marine Fuel  Oil Station Mackenzie Barge 

1947 Dec Marinet 178216 Nelson Bros. Fisheries Ltd Seiner W.R.Menchions & Co.

1947 Dec tbd B.C. Police Commission Patrol Vessel

1948 Apr 1949 West Creston Ferry Paddle-wheel Cable Ferry Westcoast Shipbuilders

1949 Sep Freeland 192027 George Brajcich Combination Seiner Harbour Boatyards Ltd

1949 Sep Four L’s Gillnetter Albion Boat Works

1949 Sep 1949 Western Breeze 192044 Matt Bobic Seiner W.R. Menchions & Co.

1949 Sep Chief Themlano 190946 M. Sileck Seiner? Star Shipyards? (New West)

1949 Oct 1949 Delta Princess 190667 B.C. Dept of Public Works Car Ferry Yarrows Ltd

1949 Oct Shiela A II Gillnetter / Packer Albion Boat Works

1950 May 1949 Hilunga 192548 Minister of Public Works, 
Canada Survey Vessel Star Shipyard (Mercers) Ltd

Vessels built to Robert Allan Ltd. designs prior to 1950
Fully Verified      Subject to Verification



Working in Ice
by Robert G. Allan, P.Eng.

Navigation in ice is not unusual in 
Canadian waters, but it is typically limited 
to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River 
system, and to parts of the east coast. Of 
course, the Canadian Arctic Ocean has 
also been frozen for much of the year, but 
navigation there has traditionally been 
sparse, and as much as possible limited 
to the ice-free summer months.

As a Pacific-based design office Robert 
Allan Ltd.’s experience with ice-classed 
vessels really began in 1965 with 
commissions from J.D. Irving Ltd in New 
Brunswick for a set of new ocean-going 
ice-classed tugs (Project numbers 1-65 
and 2-65 respectively!). The first of the 
duo was the Irving Maple, (figure 1) a 120’, 
3,200 hp tug with an ice-strengthened hull 
to Lloyd’s Ice Class 1. 

 However, the second tug of the set was 
a much more serious icebreaking tug; the 
Ice 1* Classed Irving Birch (figure 2 and 3) 
which was at the time of its building the 
most powerful tug in Canadian registry at 
3,750 bhp, delivered by a big Atlas-Polar 
slow-speed (200 rpm) diesel. This 160 ft. 
tug was built in St. John in 1967 and was 
used as an escort to the SS Manhattan 
on part of its epic voyage through the 
Northwest Passage in August 1969. After 

a long career in towing and salvage on the 
east coast it was laid up some time ago 
(figure 4).

 Other ice-class vessel designs 
followed sporadically until the early 
1970’s when exploration in the Beaufort 
Sea opened up  requirements for larger 
vessels with serious ice-breaking capab-
ility, of which more will be written in 
future editions.

More recently, we’ve announced the 
diesel/electric hybrid TundRA 3600-H 
icebreaker tug (figure 5) which reflects 
our generations of experience in the 
design of ice-class vessels. It is fully 
customized for the Sweden’s Port of Luleå 
operational requirements and is designed 
to perform icebreaking, ice management, 
escort, ship-assist, coastal towing, fire-
fighting and navigation aids service duties.

We have been selected as the designer 
of new TundRA 3200 icebreaking tugs for 
Alfons Håkans, a major tugboat owner 
and operator in Finland. These new tugs 
(figure 6) will be specifically designed for 
year-round service in the Baltic Sea and 
particularly in the Northern Baltic Sea 
which is covered with heavy ice during 
winter. 

Figure 1: Outboard Profile of Irving Maple (later Atlantic Maple)

Figure 2: Outboard Profile of Irving Birch (later Atlantic Birch)

Figure 4: Atlantic Birch at rest! (photo courtesy Mac Mackay)

Figure 3: Irving Birch ca. 1967



Figure 6: 2D rendering of TundRA 3200

Figure 5: TundRA 3600-H launch (photo courtesy Gondan Shipbuilders)

Freeing the Lines
by Ernst Schneider

Did you notice the fresh new interpret-
ation of our logo and wordmark on the 
cover of this issue of RAindrops? I recently 
took on this task with care to strengthen 
and streamline our mark, helping 
attract the eye and competing with other 
elements on the screen or page by simpli-
fying the features.

I removed a lot of the superfluous text 
from the mark, including ‘Ltd.’ and the 
NA/ME line. We will have versions with 
this information but as a basic logo it was 
deemed unnecessary. I chose a much 
punchier typeface which has a history as 
long and storied as Robert Allan Ltd.

Our original logo was created by Robert 
F. Allan and drafter Gordon Passmore in 
1962 when Robert Allan Ltd. was incor-
porated. It’s based on the TRAder 3900 BC 
coastal tug Haida Brave. With great rever-
ense for the beautiful and iconic original 
logo, I removed the constraining border – 
freeing the lines. 



Recent Deliveries
 

1 Z-Tech 5000 x 3
 PSA Marine and
 South China Towing Co. Ltd.

2 ATB Push Tug
 Island Tug and Barge Ltd.

3 Z-Tech® 30-80
 Bay Houston Towing Company 

4 RAmparts 2500-CL
 PrimePort Timaru Ltd

5 RAstar 3200 x 2
 SAAM SMIT Towage Canada

6 Z-Tech® 30-80
 Suderman & Young

7 TRAktor 2500-SX
 Svitzer

8 Z-Tech® 6500
 ICDAS

9 RAmparts 2400-W
 TRAMARSA
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